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Security and Privacy in Mobile Information and Communication SystemsSpringer, 2011

	MobiSec was the second ICST conference on security and privacy for mobile information and communication systems. It was held in front of the beautiful historic backdrop of Catania, the Sicilian town with marvelous views of Mt. Etna. The never fully dormant volcano provided appropriate scenery, metaphorically relating to the security threats...
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Ultimate Game Programming with DirectXCharles River, 2009

	Make your own games using DirectX 10 and C++ with Ultimate Game Programming with DirectX, Second Edition. Written for experienced programmers who want to learn DirectX 10 and how to apply it to game creation, this book goes in-depth with DirectX 10 and each of its subsystems. Every part of the gamedevelopment process is covered and you'll...
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DTrace: Dynamic Tracing in Oracle Solaris, Mac OS X and FreeBSD (Oracle Solaris Series)Prentice Hall, 2011

	In early 2004, DTrace remained nascent; while Mike Shapiro, Adam Leventhal, and I had completed our initial implementation in late 2003, it still had substantial gaps (for example, we had not yet completed user-level instrumentation on x86), many missing providers, and many features yet to...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-640): Configuring Windows Server 2008 Active DirectoryMicrosoft Press, 2011

	
		This training kit is designed for IT professionals who support or plan to support Microsoft
		Active Directory (AD) on Windows Server 2008 R2 and who also plan to take the Microsoft
		Certified Technology Specialist (MCTS) 70-640 examination. It is assumed that you have
		a solid foundation-level understanding of Microsoft Windows...
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Security and Privacy for Microsoft Office 2010 UsersMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
	
		SECURITY AND PRIVACY issues with computers and computer networks
	
		are constantly in the news these days, and everyone seems to be concerned
	
		about them to some degree. Businesses everywhere are worried about
	
		having
	
		sensitive customer information such as credit card numbers or email
	
		addresses
	
		stolen,...
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Portrait of a Killer: Jack the Ripper -- Case ClosedPutnam Adult, 2002

	The number-one New York Times-bestselling novelist Patricia Cornwell is known the world over for her brilliant storytelling, the courage of her characters, and the state-of-the-art forensic methods they employ.

	

	In this headline-making new work of nonfiction, Cornwell turns her trademark skills for meticulous research...
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Scratch CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Scratch 2.0 is an easy to use programming language that allows you to animate stories and create interactive games. Scratch also gives you the capability of using programming to calculate complicated calculations for you.


	Scratch Cookbook will lead you through easy-to-follow recipes that give you everything you need to become a...
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The Job Interview Phrase Book: The Things to Say to Get You the Job You WantAdams Media, 2009

	
		"In today's marketplace it is critical that you stand out in a crowd."

		--Eric Winegardener, Vice President, Monster Worldwide

	
		In today's tightening job market, the interview is a key stage. But too often in job interviews, candidates freeze and can't find the words they need to make...
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The Coder's Path to Wealth and IndependenceApress, 2014

	Developers, programmers, technical architects, and consultants: You are highly skilled and have deep commitment to your craft as well as the motivation to excel. It’s time to step away from the perceived security of a full-time salaried position, or a marginally successful solo business, and step into a world of freedom, independence,...
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ZeroMQPackt Publishing, 2013

	For C developers who want a comprehensive introduction to ZeroMQ, this is the perfect tutorial. With a user-friendly approach and practical examples, it covers everything from fundamental message patterns to working with multiple sockets.


	Overview

	
		Learn fundamental message/queue design patterns

...
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Git in PracticeManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Git in Practice is a collection of 66 tested techniques that will optimize the way you and your team manage your development projects. The book begins with a brief reminder of the core version control concepts you need when using Git and moves on to the high-value features you may not have explored...
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Android Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Over 100 recipes to help you solve the most common problems faced by Android Developers today


	About This Book

	
		Find the answers to your common Android programming problems, from set up to security, to help you deliver better applications, faster
	
		Uncover the latest features of Android...
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